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ABSTRACT

Detectors for accents and phrase boundaries have been
developed which derive prosodic features from the speech
signal and its fundamental frequency to support other mod�
ules of a speech understanding system in an early analysis
stage� or in cases where no word hypotheses are available

The detectors� underlying Gaussian distribution classi�ers
were trained with � minutes and tested with 	 minutes
of spontaneous speech� yielding recognition rates of ���
for accents and ��� for phrase boundaries
 Since this
material was prosodically hand labelled� the question was�
which labels for phrase boundaries and accentuation were
only guided by syntactic or semantic knowledge� and which
ones are really prosodically marked
 Therefore a small test
subset has been resynthesized in such a way that compre�
hensibility was lost� but the prosodic characteristics were
kept
 This subset has been re�labelled by �� listeners with
nearly the same accuracy as the detectors


�� INTRODUCION

VERBMOBIL ���� is a multidisciplinary research project
in Germany
 Its goal is to develop a tool for machine trans�
lation of spoken language �the current domain is appoint�
ment scheduling� from German to English and in a later
stage also from Japanese to English
 The prototype will in�
clude a keyword spotting system for English and a speech
understanding system for German
 A prosody module �de�
veloped in Erlangen and Munich� ������� that gets its infor�
mation from the acoustic signal and the word hypothesis
generator is part of the speech understanding component

VERBMOBIL also investigates an innovative and highly

interactive architecture model for speech understanding

For this architecture an experimental system was designed
that also has a prosody module
 This module uses only the
speech signal and its fundamental frequency as input
 The
accent detector in this module can not use word hypotheses
since it is part of the word recognizer ���

The VERBMOBIL prototype will only roughly follow

the English part of a dialogue� The dialogue manager clas�
si�es utterances into speech acts like date suggestion or
rejection using just the output of the key word spotter

A phrase boundary detector that needs no word hypothe�

ses can be used to segment utterances consisting of more
than one speech act

Prosody recognition without word hypothesis means

that no normalized duration features can be obtained� since
the intrinsic syllable duration can only be determined when
the spoken words are known

The question then was� which of the labelled accents and

phrase boundaries can be recognized by human or machine�
if no word information is available


�� MATERIAL

A subset of spontaneous spoken dialogues collected for the
VERBMOBIL project has been prosodically labelled on
three levels� the functional level and the �st and �nd per�
ceptive levels ���
 On the functional level� sentence modal�
ity and accents are labelled
 �Primary accents� �PA� were
distinguished from �secondary accents� �NA� and �em�
phasis� �EK� according to their prominence� but this dis�
tinction is not made in this study

On the �rst perceptive level the prosodic structuring is

labelled
 Full prosodic phrases �B� boundaries� are distin�
guished from intermediate phrases �B� boundaries�
 Fur�
thermore irregular phrase boundaries are labelled with B�

B� boundaries are associated with a clear F reset and

possibly a short pause� B� boundaries with a less clear F
reset
 B�s are labelled at sentence interruptions� hesita�
tions� etc
 They are often associated with a longer pause
or a �lled pause
 This study deals only with the B� bound�
aries

The second perceptive level describes intonation� every

accent and phrase boundary gets a tone label very similar
to those used in the ToBI system ����
 These labels were
used as explicit clustering during training the detectors

The procedure for labelling was as follows� First� the

whole utterance was listened to and the B� labels were set

Afterwards the phrases were labelled separately� �rst the
accents� then the intonation� the intermediate and irregular
phrase boundaries

An automatic phoneme segmentation was used to obtain

the time alignment of vowels and syllable boundaries
 The

�Of course labels on this level are also based on perception�
Therefore the accent labels are not alway identical to the seman�
tic focus�



fundamental frequency was determined with the get�f�

program of ESPS�


�� ACCENT DETECTION

To obtain a parameterization of the fundamental frequency
and energy contours suitable for direct classi�cation� eleven
features are calculated per frame that describe the funda�
mental frequency and energy contours in that region

First� F is interpolated in unvoiced segments by an iter�

ative method based on low pass �lters and linear interpola�
tion to obtain a steady� smooth contour
 Then it is decom�
posed by band pass �lters
 The components describe the
F contour globally and locally
 The interpolated F� its
three components� and the time derivatives of those four
functions yield eight F features

Furthermore three energy features are calculated that

were used for syllable nucleus detection in ���� the so�
called nasal band ���	 Hz�� the sonorant band �	�
�	 Hz�� and the fricative band ��	�� Hz�
 These
features are obtained by short�time FFT followed by me�
dian smoothing

A Gaussian distribution classi�er with a special cost

function was trained to destinguish between �accented
vowel yes�no� �A	NA� every � ms frame� followed by
a �lter that suppresses �accented regions� shorter than six
frames
 The evaluation was carried out syllable by syllable�
If within an accented syllable at least one frame got an A�
label� or within an unaccented syllable not a single frame
the A�label� this syllable was considered to be correctly
classi�ed

In the test set ���� of the ��� syllables were accented


��� have been detected� ���� inserted� which corresponds
to a recognition rate of ��
� or an accuracy of ��
	��
�����������������



� PHRASE BOUNDARY DETECTION

The phrase boundary detector views a window of �if possi�
ble� four syllables
 Its output refers to the syllable bound�
ary between the second and the third syllable nucleus �in
the case of a ��syllable window�
 Syllables are found by a
syllabic nucleus detector based on energy features derived
from the speech signal

For each window a large feature vector is constructed�

The �� features as described in the previous section at each
of the � syllable nuclei in the window� plus � time features
�the lengths of the four syllable nuclei and the distances
between them�
 The 	 best features have previously been
determined with a feature selection algorithm as described
in ����

A Gaussian distribution classi�er was trained to dis�

tinguish between all combinations of boundary types and
tones
 The classi�er output was then mapped on the deci�
sion �B� yes�no�

In the test set ���� of ��� syllable boundaries were

B	s
 ��	� were correctly detected� 	�� inserted
 This cor�
responds to a recognition rate of ��
���� or an accuracy of

�Entropic Signal Processing System

��
��� ����	��	���������
 If the ��� turn��nal B�s are
not counted� the accuracy is 		
��


�� DELEXICALIZATION

The prosody module developed in Erlangen and Munich
achieved better recognition results on the same data ���
because it had the word hypotheses graph as additional
input
 It uses the normalized duration as a feature �instead
of the duration in ms as in the detector described above�
and additionally applies a language model based on word
categories and prosodic labels

Since that language model involves syntactic and seman�

tic knowledge� the question was� can accents and bound�
aries marked by pure prosodic means be detected without
word information
 Or� in other words� wether the results
reported above still could be improved with the approach
described in section 	 and �

One approach is to delexicalize the speech� that means

to resynthesize it in such a way that comprehensibility gets
lost� but the prosodic characteristics are kept� and then to
re�label it

Di�erent ways of delexicalization have been proposed


Spectral inversion ��� �the sign of every second sample is in�
verted�� rigid band pass �ltering ����������� and LPC resyn�
thesis after setting the formants to neutral schwa�like val�
ues �	�

We tried two methods that will be described in the next

two sections


�� SAWTOOTH SIGNALS

Both spectrally inverted and band pass �ltered signals still
contain segmental information
 The problem with LPC
based techniques is the automatic formant tracking
 Either
the result is poor� or time consuming manual correction is
required

Therefore we decided �rst to replace voiced segments by

a sawtooth signal of the same pitch and energy� and un�
voiced segments by silence
 Sawtooth signals sound rela�
tively human�like� and a pitch marker good enough for our
purpose was available ��	�

The problem with the methods of delexicalization

described so far is that they make re�labelling dif�
�cult since they all destroy segment boundaries �ex�
cept voiced�unvoiced boundaries�
 Boundaries between
syllable� and word�like segments are lost
 Furthermore we
did not want to present visual information such as F con�
tour since they might in�uence listeners� judgements


���� Labelling procedure

We decided to label auditorily by key stroke
 Phrase
boundaries and accents were labelled separately to imitate
the procedure of the original labelling �see section ��

�� listeners were asked to strike a key immediately if

they perceive the �rst phrase boundary
 The term phrase
boundary was not explained in detail
 The utterance was
cut at that point
 The listener could replay the �rst part
and the rest of the utterance� move the cut forward or
backward� or repeat cutting
 After con�rming that label�
she�he proceeded in the same way with the rest of the



utterance
 Therefore reaction time did not in�uence the
results
 If a B� was within an unvoiced segment� a label
within the same unvoiced segment was counted as correct

Otherwise it has to be not further than � ms from the B�

Accents were also labelled by key stroke
 For auditory

checking� a short beep was superimposed at the appropriate
point� and again the listener could repeat the labelling or
move the label before con�rming it
 Labels were counted
as correct if they were within a syllable carrying a PA or
NA label �EK did not occur in the subset�

The �� listeners were sta� members and some of them

had experience in prosodic labelling
 Both accent and
phrase boundary labelling was divided into two sessions�
preceded by an instruction and training phase
 Each ses�
sion took approximately �� minutes


���� Phrase boundaries

For phrase boundary re�labelling a subset of � utterances
was selected containing �� B� boundaries
 The utterance
�nal B�s were not taken into account
 �� B�s had an L�
L� label� �� an H�H�� � an H�L�� and � an L�H�
 ��
further boundaries were labelled as B�� and � as B�

The detector recognized �� of the 	� non��nal B�s and

inserted �� �accuracy ����
 On average the �� listeners
perceived �	 of the B�s as phrase boundaries and inserted
�
	 boundaries where neither a B�� a B� nor a B� had
been labelled �mean accuracy 		��
 Insertion errors of
the listeners were not counted as strictly as those of the
detector because no de�nition of the term phrase boundary
was given to the listeners

All B�s associated with a pause were found by the lis�

teners� and nearly all of them by the detector
 Other char�
acteristics like phrase and boundary tone do not seem to
play a role

Since the prosodic realization of a B� is often similar to

that of a B�� in a further evaluation both boundary types
were treated equal� Now the listeners recognized �� of the
�� B�s and B�s on average� but the accuracy rose only
slightly to 	��

The detector found � of the � additional boundaries� but

made � more insertion errors leading to a slightly lower
accuracy of ���


���� Accents

For accent re�labelling a subset of �� phrases was selected
containing �� accented syllables� ��PAs and ��NAs
 The
detector recognized 		 of them and inserted �� �accuracy
����
 On average the �� listeners perceived ��
� accents
and inserted ��
� �accuracy ����

PAs are both perceived and recognized more reliably

than NAs� but again it seems to be irrelevant if the accent
was low or high� or where the peak lay within the syllable


� NONSENSE SPEECH

Since labelling by key stroke is quite hard for non�
drummers �accent labelling of �� utterances and phrase
boundary labelling of � utterances took approximately 	
minutes each�� we were concerned that this might have in�
�uenced the results


Therefore we looked for a method of delexicalization that
preserves segment boundaries
 This allowed transcription
of the delexicalized utterances and relabelling with paper
and pencil

We used a PSOLA�like synthesizer ���� to produce non�

sense sentences
 The synthesizers input was a phoneme
string with duration and F values
 The phoneme string
was obtained from the automatic phoneme segtmentation�
every phoneme was replaced by one of the same cathegory
randomly �i
e
 vowels by vowels� voiced plosives by voiced
plosives� etc
�� but with respect to German phonotactics

We did not manipulate the unit�s amplitude because the
resolution of the automatic phoneme segmentation �� ms�
was not accurate enough to obtain reasonable energy val�
ues


��� Phrase boundaries

The � utterances described in section �
� were delexical�
ized in this manner� and a German transcription of these
nonsense utterances was presented to the �� listeners �syl�
lables were separated by a blank�
 They could listen to each
nonsense utterance as often as they wanted
 The evalua�
tion criteria were the same as in section �
�

On average �	
� of the 	� B�s were perceived� this is

nearly the same �gure as in section �
�� but only �
� B�s
were inserted
 This leads to a signi�cantly higher accuracy
than with the sawtooth signals �see �gure ��
 Including
the B�s in the evaluation did not improve the accuracy
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Figure �� Accuracy of the phrase boundary detector and the

listeners� phrase boundary labels� Mean and standard deviation
are illustrated as errorbars�

��� Accents

Delexicalisation� transcription and re�labelling of the ��
phrases was carried out as in section �
	
 On average ��
�
of the �� accents were perceived and ��
� inserted
 The
mean accuracy was �	� �see �gure ��


�� DISCUSSION

Detectors for accents and phrase boundaries have been
described which do not use word information but �pure�
prosodic features� a paramerterized description of F and
energy contour and unnormalized time features
 The ques�
tion was� can these detectors be improved
 Therefore delex�
icalized utterances� which contained only the pure prosody�
were presented to labellers
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The method of delexicalisation and labelling is not cru�
cial� with one exception� in nonsense speech the listeners
inserted less boundaries
 This suggests that phonotactic
knowledge makes perception of phrase boundaries easier

In delexicalized speech� the detector is nearly as good

as humans in prosodic labelling� slightly better at accent
labelling� and slightly worse at phrase boundary labelling

We cannot explain why the accent detector is better than
the average listener
 The phrase boundary detector prob�
ably does worse because it uses a context of only four syl�
lables and it does not expect boundaries to occur after
certain time intervals as humans do

Perception of accents and phrase boundaries without un�

derstanding is surprisingly di�cult
 Therefore we believe
that detection with pure prosodic features cannot be sub�
stantially improved
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